Introduction.
Let D denote the open unit disk and SH denote the class of all complex valued, harmonic, orientation-preserving, univalent functions / in D normalized by (1) /(0) = 0 and Λ(0) = l.
Each / eSff can be expressed as where h = z + Y^= 1 a n z n and g = Σ™ =ϊ b n z n are analytic in D. Clunie and Sheil-Small, [3] , studied SH together with some geometric subclasses of SH-They proved, among other results, that SH is normal with respect to the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of D. In this paper, we study the aspect of boundary behaviour of functions in 5#. We point out that, although some of our results are stated for / G 5//, conditions (1) are not needed.
It is known that, when / G SH is also analytic, the length of the image of the radius [0,e iθ ], /J \f{re iθ )\ dr, is finite for all θ except for a set of logarithmic capacity zero [8, p. 341] . It is also known that / G H λ , 0 < λ < \, where H λ is the Hardy space of analytic functions of order λ [8, p. 127] , [5, p. 61] . In §2, we prove that the length of the image of the radius [0, e iθ ] under / e S H , /</ \^(re iθ )\ 9 is finite for almost all θ. We also prove that h, g G H λ and / G h λ for some λ small, where h λ is the Hardy space of harmonic functions of order λ [4, p. 2] . Furthermore, as a corollary, we conclude that the radial limits h(e iθ ) = lim r^\ -h(re iθ ), g(e iθ ) = \im r^{ -g(re iθ ) and f(e iθ ) = lim^,-f(re iθ ) exist for almost all θ [4, pp. 15-17] .
One of the many differences between harmonic univalent maps and conformal maps is that a harmonic univalent map can be constant on an interval of the boundary of D, ΘD. In §3, we show that if / e S H and / is constant on an interval then the interval "corresponds" to a prime-end satisfying a wedge condition (see Theorem 3) . In addition, we obtain some corollaries.
In §4, we study the correspondence, under / e S H , between points of dD and the prime-ends of f(D) (see Theorems 6, 7) .
Radial limits.
First, we have the following two lemmas.
IS,
(2) LEMMA 
Let f = h +~g e S H . Then log/z' is a Block function, that
for some absolute constant c.
Proof. For fixed ζ e D consider the function
Then F ESH, and we can write where By direct computation we obtain
Since A = sup 5H \aι\ is finite [3] ,
and the proof is complete since ζ is arbitrary.
LEMMA 2. Let h be an analytic and locally univalent function in D satisfying inequality (2) . If a > 0, then
for almost all θ.
HARMONIC UNIVALENT MAPS
This is a result of J. Clunie and T. MacGregor [2] ,. [7, p. 73] . 
and c is the constant of Lemma 1.
The proof of (3) is an adaptation of that of Lemma 5.3 in [8, pp. 128-129 ] from which it follows that for r Q < r < 1 and λ > 0, (4) I λ (r,h') Consequently by using (4) for ro < r < 1 we obtain
Since ΓQ is arbitrary we can let ΓQ tend to zero. This proves our claim because and attains its maximum value for β > 0 at β = 0. Now we prove that Λ e // λ for 0 < A < 1/c 2 . Both the maximal function and inequality (7) are due to Hardy and Littlewood [6, 3. / constant on some arc of dD. The purpose of this section is to study the boundary behaviour of a function / G SH along a closed subarc of d D on which / extends continuously to a constant function there.
First, we need the following: DEFINITION 1. Let D be a simply connected domain in C with at least two boundary points, P an accessible prime end, and (C n ) a null-chain of P. We say that D satisfies the wedge condition at P if there exists a closed circular sector whose vertex belongs to the impression, /(P), otherwise it lies in Z>, and whose sides intersect C n for all large n.
We also need the functions F and φ associated with / G SH such that
Hence φ is an automorphism of D with radial limits existing almost everywhere.
The main theorem of this section can be stated as follows. For a definition of a prime-end see [8, pp. 271-277] .
The proof of the theorem makes use of the following interesting lemma. for all z, |z -C| < ^. Hence V and the proof of (a) is complete.
Clearly, each of the latter terms is an analytic function in
Hence h! is an analytic function there, and so h extends to an analytic function in any simply connected domain containing D e Int(/). As for g we have Proof of Theorem. First we claim that there is no loss of generality in assuming that / satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3. For otherwise we can replace / by a function W which we construct as follows. Let γ be a crosscut of D meeting / at its endpoints, and let G be the subdomain of D bounded by / u γ. Suppose without loss of generality that OGG, and let ψ: D -> G be a conformal map satisfying ^(0) = 0. Then the function defined by W = (l/ψ'(0))fo ψ satisfies the hypotheses of/ in Lemma 3. Since the desired result is intrinsic to f(D) and not to W, our claim follows at once.
Hence, suppose that / is exactly as in Lemma 3. Also, suppose that h'(z) Φ 0 for all z e /; otherwise we take a subinterval of / with this condition. Let £i, C2 be a pair of distinct points of /, and / the subinterval of / with endpoints ζ\ and &• Also let l\Jι be the radii of D ending at ζ\, £2 respectively, S the closed sector bounded 
where η is a constant. Then by Lemma 3 we also have
ZG Int(/), and h'/g f is a constant function in D by the identity theorem, and Ih' I = |g'| in Zλ This contradicts that f eSπ. Therefore, our assumption is false and f(D) satisfies the wedge condition at WQ.
REMARK. The conclusion of theorem is best possible. In other words, P may not be a prime-end of the first kind, that is the impression of P, /(P), is non-degenerate, as shown by the following example. we let Γ n to be the horizontal slit in H ending at β and satisfying Imw = 1 for w e Γ Λ (see Figure 1) . Then the arcs KQ l (Γ n ) -a n lie in G and converge to d D as shown. Let A denote the reflection of A about the real axis. Now we let and which satisfy the wedge condition. Note that there exist symmetric points ζ 9 ζ e dD (ζ Φ -1,1) corresponding, under W 9 to Pi and P 2 respectively, and that -1 corresponds, under FQ 9 to P. Then f 0 extends continuously to the circular arc ending at ζ and ζ and containing -1, fo = -1/6 there, and fo(D) satisfies the wedge condition at P.
We finally prove two corollaries which extend a result for normal functions [8, p. 267 
exists, then z(t) -* ζ(t -+ I) for some ζ edD so that a is an asymptotic path.
For the definition of an asymptotic path see [8, p. 267] .
Proof. Suppose that the set of accumulation points of a on dD form a nondegenerate arc /. Then f(ζ) -WQ for every ζ e I where f(ζ) exists. Because radial limits exist a.e. and u,v e h p , p > 1, / extends continuously to a constant function in Int (7) . Using this, we conclude from the proof of Theorem 3 that for distinct ζ Ϊ9 £2 G Int(7) the images l\, I2, under /, of the radii ending at ζ\, £2* respectively, are Jordan half-intervals in /(/>), both ending at WQ and make, in f(D) 9 an angle of positive size at WQ. This contradicts (10), since each of the arcs l\ and lι meets f(μ) in a sequence converging to WQ 9 and the proof is complete.
REMARK. Condition (10) of Corollary 2 is essential. For example: EXAMPLE 2. Let / be the function defined by { 1, 0<#<2π/3, /, 2π/3 < θ < 4π/3, -/, 4π/3 < θ < 2π, and Then / is a univalent harmonic map and f(D) is a triangle (see [3] ). Let γ be a curve in D converging to a non-degenerate arc subset to the arc {e iθ : 0<θ< π/2}. Then f(γ) converges to 1.
YUSUF ABU-MUHANNA AND ABDALLAH LYZZAIK COROLLARY 3. Let f be as in Corollary 2, w 0 an accessible point off(D), and aj: zj(t), 0 < t < 1 (7 = 1,2) be Jordan arcs in D with \zj(t)\ -> 1 (ί -> 1). Iff(zj(t)) ->w o (t-> 1), (11) limarg(f(z J (t))-w 0 )
= Θ (7 = 1,2) and the zero cusp at w 0 with sides /(αy) lies in f(D), then Zj(t) -> C (/-> l y = 1,2) for some ζedD.
Proof. It follows at once from Corollary 2 that each α y is an asymptotic path with zj(t) -> £/ (ί -* 1). If £i 7^ C2 ? then there exists a Jordan arc Γ: z(t), 0 < t < l 9 in D such that for some positive sequence t n -> 1" Γ meets aj at z 7 (ί rt ) (7 =1,2) for all ft, f(z(ή) -• t^o (ί-> 1), and By Corollary 2 Γ is an asymptotic path, a contradiction. This completes the proof.
REMARK. Condition (11) is essential. For example, let / be as in Example 2 and α b «2 be two disjoint curves terminating at e ιπ / 4 and /. Then f(a\), f(oί 2 ) terminate at 1 with a positive angle between them.
Correspondence under / between D and the prime-ends of f(D).

Throughout this section, we let (12) E = {ζ e dD: C(φ, ζ) is not a singleton}, and G = {λ e dD: C(φ~\λ) is not a singleton}
where φ is as given by (8) and C(φ, ζ) is the cluster set of φ at ζ. For the definition of a cluster set, see [1, p. 66] or [8, p. 276] . In addition, let CR(Φ, ζ) and CL(Φ, C) denote the right and left cluster sets of φ at ζ [1, P. 83] . We next state Theorem 4, whose proof is a consequence of Theorem 3 and the forthcoming Lemma 5. THEOREM 
Let λ e G. Then the prime-end P of f(D) corresponding to λ, under F y is accessible and satisfies the wedge condition at P.
The next lemma is purely topological and is true for all automorphisms of D with radial limits almost everywhere. Proof, (a) Let γ be a union of two radii of D so that ζ and ζ' are on different sides of γ and φ has radial limits along these radii. Since C(φ, ζ) = dD, φ(γ) is a loop that meets dD at a unique point λ. We infer at once that C(φ, ζ r ) = λ for all ζ f φ ζ, and ζ is unique. This proves (a).
(b) Choose ζ\ 9 C2 € dD, different from ζ, ζ' 9 so that the radial limits Φ(ζ\), Φ{ζ>i) exist and the crosscup 7, made up of the radii terminating at ζ\ and ζ 2 Proof, (a) By Lemma 4 φ extends continuously to some constant, λ, \λ\ = 1 on dD\ζ. Let ζ Ϊ9 ζ 2 € dD\ζ be chosen such that f(ζ x ) 9 /(C2) exist. If γ\ 9 72 are the images, under φ, of the radii ending at Ci, ζ2, respectively, then yi, 72 are asymptotic paths of F both ending at λ. Since F is univalent, F is normal (see [8, pp. 262-263] ), and 14 YUSUF ABU-MUHANNA AND ABDALLAH LYZZAIK F(ζ { ) = F(ζ 2 ) (see [8, p. 267] ). Therefore, /(£,) = f(ζ 2 ). Since Ci, ζ 2 are arbitrary, the desired result follows.
The truth of (b) follows in the same manner. This completes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 we have COROLLARY 
Suppose that f(D) does not satisfy the wedge condition at the prime-end P corresponding to λ G dD; then there exists a unique ζ edD such that λ e C(φ, ζ).
In what follows, we assume that [a, b] and H lies on the left of [a,b] . For λ\ 9 λ 2 G <9Z>, let X^ be the circular arc described by going positively from λ\ to λ 2 .
Suppose that / is defined on an open subarc {e ιθ : θo -δ < θ < θ 0 + δ} of dD. We say that / is constant on the right (left) of
The following theorem describes the cluster set of / at a point in E. 
respectively. In this case, P { (P 2 ) is accessible at a (b) } and I(P { ) (I(P 2 )) has at most one continuum of subsidiary points given by C R (F,λ\) (Cι(F,λ 2 )).
Proof. We show first that φ~ι has radial limits a.e. on C(φ,ζo). Choose λo G Int C(φ 9 Co) so that F(λ 0 ) exists, and let γo be the radius ending at Λo, and αo = Φ~ι(yo) We claim that α 0 is a Jordan halfinterval ending at Co-Let / denote the interval of accumulation points of α 0 on ΘD. \ϊW;D-+G is a conformal map satisfying W{\) = Co ? and H = f oW, then // is a harmonic univalent map which equals F(λ\) on the right of 1 and F(λ' 2 ) on the left, and Re//, lmH e hP, p > 1, by Littlewood's subordination theorem [4, pp. 10-11] . Call Ω the domain bounded by β\Όβ 2 \J [F(λ\) (F 9 λ\) = a and C R (F,λ 2 ) = ft, which forces each of P x and P 2 to have at most one continuum of subsidiary points given by C R (F,λ { ) and C L (F,λ 2 ) , respectively, (see [1, pp. 188-189] ). This completes the proof. 
is the simply connected domain shown in Figure 2 . Let γ n = f~x(Y n ) and γ n be the reflection of γ n about the real axis, for all n. Because of the symmetry f(z) = /(z), it follows that γ n -f~ι(Γ n ). It is immediate that each of the arcs γ n and γ n is an asymptotic path, under /, in D meeting dD at e i2π^ and e /4π / 3 , respectively, such that the sequences (γ n ) and (γ n ) converge uniformly to the circular arcs {e iθ : 0 < θ < 2π/3} and {e iθ : 4π/3 < θ < 2π}, respectively. If A = D\({J(γ n Uγ n )\, \n=2 ) then Δ is a simply connected domain symmetric about the real axis and has a prime end, P 9 accessible at 1, with impression the arc {e ιθ : -2π/3 < θ < 2π/3}, see Figure 2 . So if ψ: D -^ Δ is the Riemann mapping satisfying ^/(0) = 0 and ^'(0) > 0, then 1 corresponds, in the Caratheodory sense, to P under ψ. Furthermore, it can be easily verified that the harmonic univalent map g = f o ψ has a nonempty set E such that 1 e E and C(g 9 1) satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 5.
The next two corollaries follow from Theorem 5. In accordance with this definition, if si is the set of all ζ G dD\E where / is constant neither on the left nor the right of ζ, and SB = {φ(ζ): ζ £ A}, then Theorem 3 and an argument of the proof of Theorem 5 yield the following: THEOREM 6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between sf and 38.
In view of this result, special attention need be given to the case when / is constant on some non-degenerate open subinterval of dD.
Let J -ζ\ζι be such a subinterval. Since Schwarz's Theorem [9, p. 131] offers an exact description of / at ζ\ (fo) if / is also constant on the right of ζ\ (left of ζι), we restrict ourselves to the complementary case when / is constant neither on the right of ζ\ nor the left of ζι- 
